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Getting the Lowdown
BUILDING: Mapping of Underground Infrastructure Is a Key Part of Infi ll Development

With most land zoned for construction already built out in San Diego 
County, the mapping of underground utilities is expected to ease the 
way for more sustainable urban infi ll development. 

The problem with older buildings is that often few people know exactly what was 
placed underground when the structures were built, said Randi Coopersmith , senior 
principal planner at Latitude 33 Planning and Engineering . Builders must rely on 
aging records and fading memories. 

“We have the ability to move it into the 21st century and digitally, through geographic 
information systems, map the infrastructure, analyze its capacity,” Coopersmith said. 

Beneath many buildings there is a labyrinth of water, sewer, electrical, communi-
cations, and natural gas lines. Once three-dimensional images are created, he said, 
“if  there is a problem, you know exactly where the problem is, where the turn-off 
valve is, and what your capacity is if  you want to grow.”

As more infi ll development takes place, such mapping will become the norm, 
predicted Matt Semic , a senior associate at Latitude 33. 

“The more redevelopment you do, the more need there is for this,” he said. “We 
think that this is in its infancy.”

Looking Beneath the Surface
Geographic information systems integrate hardware, software, and data-capturing 

methods to create a visual record, Coopersmith said.
“A picture is worth 1,000 words,” said Anka Fabian , principal civil engineer in 

Facilities Design and Construction Department at the University of California, San 
Diego . “It just clarifi es everything.”

Maps can be accessed on smartphones or tablets, Semic said. “You can pull up 
the records of the facility and know what is underneath you. We are able to precisely 
document what this is.”

Coopersmith said people often don’t realize how much there is to know about 
what lies beneath structures.

BY EMMET PIERCE

Kyle Boyce, a designer for Latitude 33, maps the storm drain infrastructure on the campus of the University of California, San Diego.  |  Melissa Jacobs
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A mobile application allows consultants to map the infrastructure of the UCSD campus.
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“There is a whole world underneath 
the street that makes the top of the street 
work,” he said. “Nobody cares about 
infrastructure until something happens. 
If  the sewer backs up or power turns 
off, everybody instantly wants to know 
what’s going on.”

Latitude 33 isn’t the only fi rm that does 
three-dimensional infrastructure mapping, 
but Coopersmith said the company is on 
the cutting edge of the technology. 

“We have done it on parts of the (San 
Diego) County Operations Center,” he 
said. “We are going to start doing it for sev-
eral of the Cal State University campuses.”

Improving Energy Effi ciency
He noted that underground mapping 

can be used to achieve greater energy 
effi ciency. Latitude 33 has been working 
with P2S Engineering , which is based in 
Orange County. 

In order to make sure a building is 
energy-effi cient, you have to understand 
its infrastructure. P2S develops new 
standards for high-performance green 
buildings. It also ensures optimum per-
formance for new and existing buildings.

“They are energy specialists in helping 
cities and campuses reduce their energy 
consumption,” Coopersmith said. “We 
are working both infrastructure design 
and energy use.”

A lot of work goes into creating a map-
ping system, Semic said. The end product 
“is the compilation of a lot of different 
ways to identify where the utilities are. 
There is new technology. There is sonar. 
There is ground-penetrating radar. There 
is metallic detection. You can put a metal 

tracing wire down 
through a pipe.”

Having informa-
tion about buried 
infrastructure is im-
portant to urban 
infill builders, said 
real estate economist 
Gary London  of  The 

London Group . 
“The overarching issue in developing 

infi ll projects in any existing community 
... is either lack of infrastructure or lack of 
up-to-date infrastructure,” London said. 
“Any tool that allows us to understand the 
infrastructure circumstances would be wel-
come within the development community.”

Alan Nevin , di-
rector of  economic 
research for Xpera 
Group , said under-
ground mapping will 
become more com-
mon in San Diego as 
older sections of the 
city are rebuilt.

“It is of extreme importance that we 
replace the infrastructure to set us up for 
the next 100 years,” he said.

Anticipating Growth
When cities are built to capacity, new 

construction tends to be denser. To 
make good land-use decisions, planners 
need to understand whether the existing 
infrastructure can support the kinds of 
developments that are anticipated, Coo-
persmith said.

“If we are going to intensify an area, 
you have to know if you have the capacity 
to handle that growth,” he said.

Developers who build without a full and 
adequate knowledge of underground infra-
structure are taking a chance, Semic said.

“There are a lot of utilities to hit,” he 
said. “They take a lot of time to fi x. There 
are a lot of unknowns.”

The UCSD campus is a case in point. 
A work in progress, UCSD is always 
growing. In order to clear the way for 
new construction and the modifi cation 
of existing buildings, the university is 
working with Latitude 33 

Based in the Scripps Ranch area, Lat-
itude 33 is using geographic information 
system (GIS) technology to identify and 
map underground utilities on the sprawl-
ing campus. 

Seeking the Right Information
Before the underground mapping proj-

ect, which is about 75 percent complete, 
UCSD offi cials “were scrambling to keep 
up with whether we had good capacity in 
our system,” Fabian said.

“We are doing a lot of renovations and 
retrofi ts,” she said. “If an architect comes 
in and wants to build a classroom within 
a building, he will be able to see where 
the utility corridors are.” 

Fabian said the cost of the under-
ground mapping project is small com-
pared with the benefi ts it will yield.

“To date we have spent a total of $2.2 
million,” she said. “That includes some 
of the work that still is going on. That is 
not a lot of money considering we prob-
ably have a couple billion dollars worth 
of construction on campus.”

As the demand for underground 
mapping grows, Latitude 33 will need to 
decide whether to expand its operations, 
Coopersmith said.

“I like having a medium-size fi rm,” he 
said. “We are about 55 people right now. 
We are going to play this by ear. We are 
going to make sure every job we do is 
done really well.”

Alan Nevin


